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The results of this thesis deal with a numerical investi-
gation of data exhirriting split-Iine regression characterj-st-
ics.
Chapter I gives a general introduction and a more inform-
ative description of split-line regressions.
In Chapter 2 we develop some procedures to test for
significant non-linearity characteristics in data sets. In
particular four methods are considered in detail and applíed
to examples in ChaPter 5.
In Chapter 3 we consider some previously d.eveloped
procedures for finding the least squares estimate for the
intersection point of two regression lines. VÙe al-so develop
new methods of approach in order to find an estimate for the
intersection Point, \.
In Chapter n. r" consider some inferential problems,
where the asymptotic distribution and confidence interval
for y are discussed.
fn Chapter 5 we look at some experimental and generated
data sets, comparing with respect to time, the various
methods considered for finding an estimate of Y.
In the Appendix we list, in FORTRAN fv, the routines
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In fitting linear mode1s to data, it may be expedient
to consider split lirre models. This can arise because of
a-priori knowledge on the part of the experimenter t or from
information obtained from a data plot.
Situations where split Iíne models could occur with
some frequency is in data representing the regression of
growth measurement against time. For example situations
where this could occur are,
(1) the onset of a disease resulting in a reduced growth
rate r'
(2) the application of a treatment having an immediate
stimulating or inhibiting effect,
(3) physical injury of an organism,
(4) the occurrence of a rapid change ín external conditions.
The research presented in this thesis is intended to
bring together and compare various approaches for finding an
e.stímate for the intersection point (V) of two regression
lines. Therefore we have given some attention to numerical
comparisons of the various methods as well as finding efficient
computational procedures for each approach.













TESTING FOR A SPLIT-LINE REGRESSION MODEL
2.L Introduction
In many cases there may be good initial reasons to
expect a split-line regression model to apply. An examin-
ation of a data ptot v¡ould usually indicate the existence of
a split-Iine regression, and to demonstrate this we construct
a tesL of the nul} hypothesis that there is judt one regress-
ion line. Such tests have been developed by Page (11) '
Quandt (I2) , Bhattacharyya and Johnson ( 2) , Brown and
Durbin 13); and others'
2.2 Basic Results
Regression coefficients found by progressively larger
subsets of the data are used in two tests developed' This
recursive method'of calculating updated regression coeffic-
ients makes use of the following.




(A+!V') - I A-1
l+y'A- rg , Y'A- tg +'L.
This gives a method of calculating (A+u!')=1 from A-r.
2.2.I Uodatinq Regressj-on Coefficients
Allowing for multiPle Y readings
value in X, \ - [4;xr(xz(...<x¡l], Ìet
rnultiplicity of observations at the value




x = xj- SuPPose
of g, = (cl, ß) for
3
the regression .model {r< = Xk[ * 9x, based on the first
k (k>1) values of X. An additional lrk+r observations are
made at * = *k+, and'the least squares estimate of g
using aII k + I ¿ata points is required. The extended
model can now be rewritten âsr
(ii.,) =[i*.,) e (ï.,)+ where,
*







I a mk+r x2 matrix.
sil*, : error sub-vector corresponding to ft+t
Ik : vector of observations for the first k values of X.
Let þr+, denote the least-squares estimate of g
based on data from the first k + I values of X. It follows
that
-t
þx+, = [xo''xo+xfítxt*t] [x¡'y¡+xfítyr*tJ.
By R2.2.L ít readily follows that
Ixr'x¡+xfírxË*r]-
mk+ r(xk'x¡.) 
- tðo* rli*, (xr' x*) - t
l+m¡+rï{+, (Xr'xr) - t}**,
frk+r = I, this result simplifies to that given by Kalnnn (9 ).
þr*, = (Xr'x:.)-txr'yr + (xt'xr)-t1t +rJ{*ryt*,
(xr'Xr) - tðL+ rðÉ+r (Xr'Xr) - t Ixr'yr+5x+ r ]ú+ ryt+ r ]
where
Ti*, = (r,xr+r) i
- Rk+r
=þt+
I*m¡* rI{+, (Xt'Xx) - t*k*,
(x¡'x¡) - tlo*, I lll* ryil* r - ilk+rïi.+ rþx]
l*m¡+rTú+, (xr'xt) - tTk*,




Tk+r = f * mk*rïi+, (x¿xo) -tïx*,
yr+r = (x;xn)-tðk*r, the
þx+r = þr + yr+r (l¡l*ryil+r-ffik+rïi+rþr) /Tx+ti k = 2,...,M
The main use of this result is to establish some stat-
istical properties, since for simply linear regression it is
simpler to invert the successive 2 x 2 matrix, (XxX1[) in
calculating Þt . These properti.es we now L*in to.
R2 .2 .2
cov (þ:.*s,Þr) = var (þr+s)
for k = 2,... NI¡ S = 1r... M-k.
Let Þí = (ôk, Êk) , yí = (yT' . . .yil'l
and
k+s
9" = X mi.i=k* r
Using the result that
Cov (Ay,By) = A var (I)nt
þ¡. = (Xr'X\)-txt,y,.
=- [ (x¡,xr) -txo',0]Ir*s
then
and




Without any loss of- generality let k ¡ tr then by
use of R2.2.2 we show
Cov (þr*r-þr,Þt+r'þt) : 0 (zxz).
L.H.S.=Cov (þr*r,þt*1)- Cov (þr*r,þt)- Cov (þx,Þt*r)+Cov (þr,þt)
= var (Þx+t ) - var (þr*t ) - var (þx) + var (þr)
= o (z*z)
(þ¡.¡s,þ¡) = (xl+sxr.+s ) - rxl+so'ïk+s(þ) (X¡'x¡) - I
= 02 (xi*sxL*s) - r (Xk'Xk) (xo rxo) - t





Rank (varIbr*r-br]) = 1.
From R2.2.4 it follows tllat
rank (varIu¡* , -þr ] ) = rank (yr+ r yí+, )
=f
This means that the Variance matrix of þt*, þa ís singular.
writing (þ:.+, -þr) ' = (ôr*, -ân, ôo*, -ß¡) , it follows that
â**, ôk and ßr*, ßr are linearly relatedr so that infer-
ences based on þf+, - þ¡. can be expressed in terms of either
difference. Let
4,+r =(l; ,lll) 
=(*)-Yk+, r
then Var(þ¡..r-þ¡) = o2 êt+rlt+r' and to derive the linear
relation, for Var(À'[þf+r-þt]) =0 this ímplies that
À¡(ôt.¡1-ô¡) + Àr(Êx+r-Êx) = Constant. For Ir= â2,k+Lt
)\z = -al,k+r wê have âz,k+, (ât*r-ôf ) - âz,k*, (Ê}.*r-ßf ) = C,
and by taking expectations it follows that C - 0. Therefore
Var (þr*r-Þr) o , 
*k+rYt+rYÉ+r
Tk+ r
= Var (þr*r) + Var (bk) 2 Cov
= var (þx) - var (þr+r) , using
= 02[{x¿xu)-' (xú+ixk+r)-t]




)0¡0¡ +r (ïï) (ô:.*r-ôn); âz,k+r + o
6
2.3 Tests using differences between consecutive u ted
are




We assume the errors sij (i=1r. -. rM; j=Ir "'rni)
NrD(o 'o2) ' "ilt=tu- 
Êr-r; k = 3,...,M.
k
ck = ,!, m, 
(xi-I¡) 2






it, follows that an analagous test is obtained if
is used instead of Êr ôt-, . Under the nuIl
that the regression is linear we have
Etdill = o
vartdf;J = o'[c;1,- c;t ]
Define dk = dl/tc;l r- "it lt, 
which are NrD( 0,o2) '
If a split-line regression exists the dk's will have zero
mean up to the break-point, but in general- have
means thereafter. The mean of the d¡'s,ã sâY,
From R2.2.3 it follows that









statistics to measure any departure from the nuII




is an estimate independent of Awhere
order to calculate










s!, of which there are several
following result.












Define (a) Y = ('Æi ii.), which is a vector of I{
independent normal variates where var(i) = o'IM
(b) Let Y' = (Æ t..,fc*ô*,dg,..-,du).
we also have cov(ôu,i..) = o v 9" - 2,..,M' since
cov(Ê¿,i..) = ,!, ,iî ,,Ë=, ,,Ëi'(xi:*r) cov(y13,yi,3,)
2.3 (a)






By use of R2.2.2 it follows that ê* is independent
of d¡(vk=3,..,M) and by use of 2.3(a) it follows that
Êr, t.. and d¡(k=3,...,1{) are all independent normal vari-
ates and also var(J) - o'Iu-
It is easy to construct an ¡4 x IvI matrix tAt such that
Y = Ai . The matrix A is non-singular since we transform
M independent normal varj-ates into M different independent
no::mal variates.
It follows that
o'Iu = Var(Y) = var(al) = A Var(!)a' = o2AA'
=+ AÀ' = IU * AtAAt = A' + A'A = IM.
Thus A,
and it follows that
= t'rAtY'Y = -y-'
N t3.
= ç'ç*y
+ c¡rôfr * oËrui = rË,*rtí.
M




mi (ii. -i.. l' = c¡,rÊfr + (u-z)ã' +
Thus the test statistic, t, has a student t dis-











2In estimating the following !,¡as used;
I
(a) For N = M the only estimate available is









then t - t(u_a¡
(c) For N-M largethen
^2Þd
mi









and t - t(u_¡,r). This estimate of sfr is reliable,
even if the nul1 hypothesis is not true.
An analogous test statistics is f - t2 - F¡,Ki where
K is the appropriate degree of freedom. A further test for :
the non-linearity of the data when N - M is 1arge lusing






The above procedure in fact generates two tests
depending on whether we up-date regression coefficients from
the left or right. The result obtainecl in one test will not
depend on the resurt obtained in the other test. This fact,
under certai-n conditions can give differing test results,
depending on whether we update from the left or right. For
example suppose that the intersection point of the two
regression lines lies to the extreme right of the data. under
such conditions we may find that updating from reft to right
gives a non-significant test result, whereas from riqht to
left gives a significant test result.
9
2.4 Test involving a quadratic component.
The purpose of the test developed in 2.3 is to detect
any "bend" in the regression line. This can also be done by
fitting a curve to the data, and testing the .ignificance of
the curve model; compared to the simple lj-near regression
model. A simple and efficj-ent test is to fit by least squares
techniques a quadratic regression to the data; the model
being
E(yr+) 0
for the significance of
for the existence of a
is the only
statistic
* cxlxi + a2x?,cl i = 1r... rM
















the quadratic component, where
: Quadratic model regression sum of squares.
: Simple linear regression sum of squares.
Mean resj-dual sum of squares for the quadratic
model.





As in 2.3 this procedure also uses the fact that if
a split-line regression model exists, the updated regression
coefficients will display certain characteristics. This is
due to the fact that as K increases. the data of the second
regime begins to affect the regression estimates of the first
regression regime.
As in 2.3, two tests are involved here, depending in
10.
whích d.irection we upd.ate the regression coef ficents.
k+2
Define ôil =. .I ãi/5, k = 4,...,1{-2 to be a five unit' Í=k-2 -
moving average calcul4ted on the updated estimates of cx.
The only justification for using a moving average is to
deflate any large clifferences between consecutive estimates
of o due to some iIl-positioning of the data. A plot of
¡ 1ôf ,r<) ; k = 4, . . . ,M-2f is usefut in detecting splít-line
regression models. Of interest only is the last half of
the plot, since if a single regression line exists this
should gradually converge to a straight line with zero slope.
If a split-line model exists the plot will exhibit a
slope, the magnitude depending on the difference (ßz-ßr).
Hence if a curve is evident in the last half of the plot, it
suggests the existence of a split-line regression model.
2.6 Test based on recursive residuals.
The Cusum technique discussed in Brown and. Durbin ( 3 )
can also be used here. The extension of their procedure to




zy = li yt mrïi þr-ti k = 3,...,M
= li var (yt) lr + *Êïll var (b¡- ' ) ïr
= o2 (mo+mfrXi (xi-,xk-, ) - tIo)
= o2m¡T¡
then
Under the null hypothesis of a single regression line
it. follows that
E(zy) = o
Defining wk = z¡ (m¡T¡) -å; þ = 3, . ..,M it. follows
that the wk's are NID(0,62) lsee section 2.6.L).
where
i= t
and q being the signíficance level of the test'
For cl. = 0.05, ê = 0'948
- -cr = ci-orr â = 1'143'
As in 2.5 this procedure generat'es two tests '
ing on the uPdating Procedure'
The relationshi p between 5 ections 2.3, 2.6
^2tw (vrr-i. -)" - cooÊñ
k
Iw






















The cusum technique involves the plotting of the points
[ (Wt,k) : ]ç = 3,... rM1 . As in 2'5 if a split-line model exists'
the means of wk wilr be zexo up to the break point, but gen-
eral}y non- zexo thereafter. The nuII hypothesis is rejected
if the plot of (I^Ikrk) crosses a set of pre-determined lines'
TheboundarylinesproposedbyBrownandDurbinwerethe
lines joining the points ( 3, t aÆ3) , (M, t ¡a'ffi) ' The
value ta' was found bY solving
2









P2.6 .r ^-Þk- l
From 2.2.L it follows that since
Þr - þ:t-' = uYzY/Tk
{xo-ln-, )
k









Èr w¡ (Êr-ßt-, )
= wk ; k = 3r...rM.
Since Var(z¡) = o2m¡T¡ it follows from P2.6.L that
v( Ê¡.- ßr- , ) = o' tc;1 , -cf t l
^ (x¡-Iu - rl " l*o\
v l-lcf_, \rr/
Thus from P2.6.L it follows that
P2.6 .3 o(âr-ôo*,)
varà { Êo- ßo- , )
Thus the plotting technique of 92.6 is replaced in 52.3 by a







w¡,/s, = X d¡rlsru
k=3
=-, where t is the test statistic
of 2.3.
Numerical exa¡npIes illustrating the above procedures
are given in Chapter 5.
13.
CHAPTER 3
ESTIMATING THE INTERSECTION POINT, \.
3.1 Introduction
The various techniques employed in estimating Y can
be separated into two groups. The first, mentioned only in
passing involves a pragmatic approach. This group includes
McGee and Careltons (10) use of hierarchical clustering and
Wainerrs (14) method of approximating firsL and second deriv-
atives between consecutive data points. The second group are
those which attempt to find least squares estimates. We no\^r
consider this least squares estimation problem j-n some detail.
3.2 Method of Least Squares
Let Jrr = {L,2r...rk}, Jzlc = {f+tr...rM} then for
j = L,2 define
Iir = {xi : j €Jik}
l
Ci (vrv¡rk) tj €Jir e"
(vi ¿-vir ) wi n
mj









m¡ N = Nrk * Nzk and nk = NrkN2k,/N.,
We refer to such a division of the data into two sets
as the krth partition.
Defj-ne { (ô:.r,ôrn : i=l ,2) ,Gfr to be the least squares
estimates obtaj-ned when fitting a pair of lines to the k'th








ôr* = Ci (x,Y,k) /cik,x,k)
ôio = iir 0irii¡.
oË
Since y = (or-oz) / ßz-ßt) we can express the model
of chapter I as
2^






+ ßrY + $2 (xi-Y) , xi Þ ",(
Then for each partition {k : k:2 '... 'M-2} and for







Iå = Xn I*r, since









xrrrj = xn for j = Ir...¡ßn
To,r,Êir") as the least sguares
estimate of gfú 'obtained by fitting a pair of regression






tl*rn I x-ulwr* :
Yrk
Yzk
By applying the sweep operator lDempster ( 4 ), p.62-
65 l to the symmetric matrix ZiZu using as successive pivots
the first three diagonal elements, the fourth diagonal element
is changed to the resid.ual sum of squares which we derive as
a function of u, given by
3.2. (el Si (u) = Cr (Y,Y,M)







a¡(u) = cr(x,y,k) + nr(irk-tz¡<) (irk-u)
bn (u)
c¡ (u) = cz(x,y,k) nk (tro-izr.) (Irn-u)
9¡ (u) = -nk (;zr-u) (x r¡-u)
f* (u) = cz(x,x,k) + nk (irn-u) 2
e¡ (u) = Ck 2D¡u t E¡u2 , tililh C¡ now buLng dø[inød a.t
Ck = C, (x,x,k) Cz (x,x,k) + n¡[if¡C, (x,xrk) + "7yc1 (x,x,k) ] ,
Dk = lkIlrtc r(x,x,k) + Ir.LC, (x,x,k) ]
Ek = rlkIC, {x,xrk) + C2 (xrx,k) ]
The equation of 3.2. (e) can be rewritten as
sf (u) S 2
0
(Êrx-ß rL)' Icr-Dx (Î*+u) + noiou] 
2
C, (x,x,M) [cr-2D¡u+E¡u2 ]
I tir¡.-?rr) + êTo"(i,¡-u) - ÊrL,, (lr¡-u) J
(Hink1ey)
where
s; = cr (y,y,M) c, (x,x,M).ôî* , the residuar sum
of squares Í.or a single regression line fitted to all the data.
The estimates of can also be written as functions of u'
ÊToo = [ fr (u) ar (u) -gr (u) cu 1g¡ ]/e¡ (u)
3.2. (q) ku = [uo {u) c¡ (u) -gk (u) ar (u) ],/er (u)







Define s2(u) = si(u); *r( u( xk+r, k = 2,...,Nr-2.
Then since
(a) SÊ (u) is a continuous function
and (b) sfr-, (x*) = sf (xo) v k luinklev ] ,
it follows that 52 (u) is also a continuous function.
under the assumptions of the model, the least squares
est.imate of y for each partítion (f say) must lie in the




follows that the exhaustive set of








A possible form for 52 (u) is given below,
as before
Then




Xl x2 Xa Xq XM- 2 XM- r xM
3.3.
L7.
In this section, which is an extension of Hinkley's
workr wê consider some prope rties of s; (u) .
Let
r. Êk = (ô;k-êrol'/c,(x,x,M)
2. Mk= Ê¡{c¡n*-of)>o since
ckEk-Di = tkc, (x,x,k)c, (x,x,r) [c, (x,x,k) + c, (x,x,k) ]
+ nf (Irk-;2k) 2 c, (x,x,k) c, (x,x,k) > o
3. For each urk there exists a 'r such that
3.3.(a) u = Îr + r.
4. e¡ (u) = Ck 2D¡u * E¡u2
= Ek fu-Dy/Ey) 2 + (ck-Di/Ek) > 0 for all
s . zft(ul : Ê¡ [c¡-oo lio+u) + E¡Ç¡u] 2/e¡ (u)
= zl6kl - t2uu,/eo (u)
Then 3.2.(fl can be exPressed as
s¡l(u) = sl 2rttu) = sA zf tÎol + t2unle¡(u)
3.3.1. The turnin oints of S (u)
u.
where
ôk = (c¡-D¡i¡ ) ,/ (or-nrîr )
33 (b) 
=;:,"-"1'i:llj;;;-î)î:¡-E¡î¡,
It follows that Sfr tul has a l4inimum turning point
at ,, = îr and a Maximum turning poi-nt. when ll = ô¡.
By use of 3. 3. (b) we have
. sfr (or) = sfr zfi (îr) + (6r-îx¡ 2r'r¡le¡ (ô¡)
= sA zf tîul + Co e* (În)
= sA since zrt6l = Êo"¡{Î¡)
If for each partition of the data we construct lines
to pass through the point u - ôk, hle in fact obtain the silgle
tB.
linear regression line fitted to all the data. Ttris is easily verified by
putting rr = ôk into the equations of :.2. (g) to obtain
ßIn,, = Ê,t i = L,2
ôTo.., = ô r:.'
Define ôt,ôk respectively as the maximum turning
points of si(u), depending 'on whether îk > D¡,/E¡ or
'¡yk < D¡lE¡.












< lim sfr (u) = s3
data.




Iim S fl tut
U++æ
s6 zi tîol . så
f+tæ
As a consistency check it can be shown that, fot each
partition of the data, lim si (u) is the residual sum of
f->*æ













rhar si (u) is a
increases, so long












as ß, p. approaches ß r0
where the least squares estimate of Y is such that
xg( î < xg+r .
Define : = (Bz-Bt) /o, then the least squares
estimate of B is given by Ê = (Êr-ô t) /o (if o unknown,
reprace ít by ô) ; where 6r,6r,ô are the least squares
estimates of 3t,32,o. Asymptotically Ê has a normal dís-
tribution rvith mean B and variance [c; t (XrXrT) +ct t (x,x,T) ) ,
where xr ( y < xT+t. Hinkley has shown empirically that in
finite samples, a positive bias in Ê must be expected
because the minimization of S2 (u) is associated with max-
imizing the d.ifference between the two regression slopes.
Furthermore the ebtimation problem becomes unreliable for
certain combinations of B' Y and N. These iII defined
cases generally occur in situatlons when lgl.nr < 5 approx-
imately. rt follows that for fixed o the positive bias in
Ê and the chance of an ilI defined case witl increase as 3z
approaches ß r. This can be demonstrated by a study of the
shape of sf (u) as êrn + ôt!,. Although Att,êrt. are
constants, we can consid.er ßru -) ôtu if we fix the x
values and manipulate the y values such that olro2 remain
fixed, but 8t,32 ârê allowed to vary. Under such conditions
Sfr(u) also becomes a function of 6ry,îry and we can express
3.2. (f) as
20.
[ (ôr¡-ô,s) (cs-Dsu) (ô,¿-ôr!,) (usu-n¡) 1t+
si (u) 20S
tfien






I- -o c, (x,x,M) [ {oo,-unu) '+ (cgE[-Dl) J
has the following Properties:
(a) monotone d.ecreasing as lu-Og/Ug I increases
(b) maximum value of S3 when u = Dt/F-l'
(c) a lower asYmPtote of
e¿ (u) C, (x,x,M)
(ô, r-ô z )'nu
C, (xrxrM)
ßr, * êrs the assumPtion thatThus as ßz + ßr
changingis apparently violated with the form of Sf, (u)





We now consider some previous
estimat.ion of the intersection point.








sf (u) is an
Mclrarenrs Theorem ( g )
"Let T = Yr u,
interval li¡¡,irxl, si(u)
l. I increases; so long as
shall now demonstrate a simple
Since Îr lies within





^-,if Yr lies within the
,monotone 
increasing function
u is contained in [i¡¡,Irr]
proof for this theorem.
llrk,irLl it follows that
It
lrL Îr .0 and lzr lrr > O
then for Dk E¡Î¡ > 0 it can be readily shown that 6¡ > lr¡,
for example since lrr Îk < 0 it follows that
c, (x,x,k) > t¡ (I2¡-IrL) (Irr-Îr) for all k.
+à c, (x,X,k)'.c, (x,x,k) > n¡ (i2¡-lrr) (lrr-îr) c, (x,x,k)
and by adding trlzr (Irr-Îx) C, (x,x,k) to each side, the
required result is obtained. Similar1y for D¡ E*Îr .0
we have ôil < IrL.
It follows that for Îr in the interval [lrL,IrL]
we have
ôt<lrr(îr<Izr<
and by use of 3.3. (d) the theorem is proved.
22.
The searching procedure used to find the least
squares estimate is
t. (i) K+I
(ii) u <- sa









if k > M (M>3) stop
find îr ( 3. 2. (a) ) , sfi (îr) ( 3.2. (e) ) .
if u < sf (Îr<) so to 2
if Îk lies outside [x¡,x¡*rJ go to 3












if Îx lies outside [Irr,-xzk] go to 4.
for Ît < x¡r Uo * SÊ(xt), vs <- xk
for ît ) xk+r, Us +' sf (x¡*r), vs <- xk+r
if U< Uo go to 2.
U <- Uo, V <- Vo
go to 2.
uo = I{in{sf (x* ) , si (xo*, ) } = sl (vo )
if U< Uo go to 2
U <- Uor V <- Vo
go to 2.
The final value of v is the least squares estimate, Î,
of Y with u = s'(Î) . The least squares estimates of the
regression parameters can be easily found by use of 3.2.(g),
and also õ2 = u/ (N-4) .
23.
3.5 Hinklev' s 7 ) method
A stight improvement on Hudson's procedure with
efficiencies being achieved by
(a) the use of the whole range of u (s:e 3.3. (d) ) j-n
which sÉ (u) increases as l. I increases. For
example if u < ô¡ (Dr-ErÎr>O) Hinkley's procedure
requires only one step, whereas Hudsonrs would
require two steps if u lies outside the interval
Ilrk,lrL ].
(b) simplifyins sf (u) to S3 2rtfu) and findins the
least squares estimate of Y by maximizLng the
functíon zf (u) .
The procedure is as follows
1. (i) K<-t
(ii) u <- o








k <-,k + I
if k > 11 (M>3) stop
find Îr ( 3 .2. (a) ) , zrtGu) ( 3.3. (a) ) .
tf ÍJ > zrtGu) go to
if Ît lies outside [x¡,x¡a¡ J 90 to 3
u<- 2rtGfl, v+'Îr
go to 2.
If Dk E¡Î¡ < O and *:. . ôil go to 4
If D¡ - ExÎr > 0 and xk+l > ôk go to 4
for Îr . *r, uo + zrtGQ , vo + Xk
for Îk > xk+r, llo + Zf<(x¡a¡ ) , vo + xk+r
if U)Uo goto2











uo = Max{ zrtky) ,zf.(x¡a, ) } = s¿ (vo )
if UÞUo goto2
U <- Uo.. v <- vo 90 to 2.
The final value of v is the least squares estimate
of y and G2 = (so-u)/(N-4). The least squares estimates
of the regression parameters are found as in 53.4.
25.
3.6 A Ref inement of Hinklev' s l.îethod.
For this approach, suggested by W.N. Venablesr w€
start with a close upper bound to the minimum residual sum of
squares. We then consider, in sequence, each possible range
{ [x¡rXk+r ], k=2, ... ,14-2] in which the least squares estimate
of y could Iie. For each partition the calculat.ions are
stopped as soon as it is clear that Î could not possibly
lie within the range, otherwise the upper-bound is revised
and we continue with the searching procedure for the remain-
ing partitíons.




Denote S,1 as the upper bound for the minj-mum
u
sum of sguares.
Calculating an initial upper bound.
One method is to use a sub-ínterval (x1r,xLzl of
the data r' with L t , 9,2 given as
.Cr = lM/31 , 9-z = Í,2M/31 | with Il denoting
the integer part. A study of a data plot could be
more informative in that we may be able to choose
9- t , L z such that (x.c r , xp, z) covers the estimated
intersection point.
Let L - [ (.e,r+.q,2) /2] and fit regression lines




<- zî(çì if xr ( Î" <
<- Max{zl(x") ,22"(xr*r)} = zltu)
xL+ r
Yr,Yr,if < X¡t oY ) XL+r
26.




Us ing Z'zv we employ Hinkley' s procedure of 3 . 5,
except that step I is changed to the following.
(i) þ<-1
(ii) u'+ 7,i
(iii) v * Îr, if xr, ( Î" < XL+r
or v <- w (see previous page)
As before, the final value of v will be the least
squares estimate of y with ô2 = (S0-U)/(N-¿) .
The least sguares regression parameter estimates are
found in the usual way.
3.7 An Interval Estimation Aoproach.
This procedure aims at finding an interval in whích
the least squares estimate of y is contained. Then by
applying Hinkleyrs method only to the values within Èhis
interval we obtain an estimate for y. Since only a subset
of X is searched a considerable saving in computational time
can be achieved. The disadvantage of this method j-s that no
guarantee can be given that the optimum least squares estimate
of y is contained within this inLerval, yêt this proved to
be of no disadvantage in the variety of daÈa sets analysed..
The method is as follows:
1. Finding an initial interval (a0,b0).
Using the
Î", then




(îr if xz 1 î" ' XM-r-.uY-
\ (*1, , *xs 2) /2 if Îr, < x2
and let
ao=îo r, bo=Îo+r
2r = tqin{io-xr, xr¡-îo}.
Updating the initial interval to
or îL> xM-r
îrewh
2 ("1 ,bt ) .
Define il¿ = CI,¿ + ß¿x ¡ 9" = L,2 and
n(y/x) = p(x)ur + q(x)uz
= p(x) (or+ßrx) + q(x) (crz+ßzx)
where g(x) = 1- p(x),









where F'(x) is the cumulative logistic distribution
function given by








Et are given the values
(ao+bo) /2
(bo-at) /20, so that
r'(ao)*1 (=0.999954)
F(b0) + 0 (0.000046)






ãt ø(y/xl {crr-o z+(9 r-ßz)x} + p(x) (ßr-ßz) + ßz
28.
For the data
{ (xi,Yii) , j=lr... rri; i=Ir...,M}
vre now replace the split tine model by the smooth
transiti:n function model of 3.7(a). Denoting
Y = (vii) , P' = [P("r) lúr. P(x'n) l'**) ;
then n (y /x) = Xp gp ,
where xp = tBrp¡,qrqxJ; it then follows from
least squares theory that







Let 6o = bo ê0,
is given by
ar = îp õ'/g
5r = îp * 60/3
Finding the estimate of
then the updated j-nterval
Hinkley's search procedure is then applied to the
a
-interval (ar,bl) and the estimate of y giving
the minimum residual sum of squares within this
interval is found. In all cases studied this





In this chapter we use the notation { (xi ,Yi) ; i=l, . . .N}
to label a data set containing N points.





ion lines fitted to either
Def ine (ôlt,¡, ôT." ¡ í=L,2) as the
the parameters or sepa-rate regress-
side of the partition;
{ (xr ,Yt) ,... (xt*,Ytr); (xtN+trYt¡+I) ,... (xNryN) }.
Let Ît" = (ôTrN-ôätr)/(ôätr-ôTt*). rt follows that
^*Îä* = Î* if xtN ' Îu < xtN+1
or ÎË* Iies outside the interval
. tXtNrxt*+tl if Îu = xtu
, Feder and Sylvester ( 6 ) say that by deleting relatively
few observations from the data, classical techniques can be
'^
used to derive the asymptotic distribution of Yn. Hinkley
has shown asymptotic normality for Îu in the case of
equally spaced x values. He further indicates that this
holds in more general cases with the asymptotic normality of
dependent on the Sequence of configurations of the x values.
Vle now consider the hypothetical case where
*r" ( Y < xTN+1 and TN is supposed known.






Let ^*0Tn and ^*PTN
?t *
then
var (ôf *) "'(+*.#*.*.= )
0 z rN ß ITN
30.
var(ô[*) = 02
cov ( ôä" ,
x, r* = 
i l, 
xi,/T¡ ,














and s z rt{'
is the ratio of two normal variates Lhe
does not exist, but the large sample dis-
can be approximated by a distribution
\t
4.1(a) v(Î;N) var (ôi*) (ffi)'v.,(ô2 *+ T¡
+ "l?ti¡\í-'Îi".'\ãôÇ/\tôr;) cov (ôä*'êä*) ' where
the partial derivatíves are evaluated at o*(=ol-oz) and
ß* (= ß z-ß ¡ 291*ß z) , giving
v(ÎäNr = 6$3;, {+,, * #*..i+fit'+ !v;i;rril-'} .
Asymptotically, whether Îä* converges to '( will
depend on the sequence of configurations of the x values.
OnIy for those sequences where TN, N-Tu, SrTN and 52TN all
diverge will V(ÎäN) converge to zero and it then follows
that Îä* will be a consistent estimator of Y.
4.2 Large sample variance of Y for eguallv spaced*T¡
x values.
Let ô = xi xi-l for i = 2r... rN and we consider
firstl-y the expression tv-*r r") 2/S r rr¡. Since X¡ = Xt+ (k-t) ô
for all k we have
3r.
,ii ,*r-o,r*)' = ô2
= ô2




tv-Îr r*) 2,/s , rw å lz(r--$
and similarly it. can be shown that
which simplifies ¿.1 (a) to





which verifies Hinkleyrs result.
^*4.3 The asymptot ic normalitv of N
The following result (from Rao (I3), p.387) for large
sample theory is needed in order to establish the required
result.
"Let 0*' be a k dimensional statistic (ôru,...,ôo*)
such that the asymptotic distribution of
Ætôrl¡'0, ) , . . .,,Æ{ôo*-on) is k-variate normal with mean
zero and variance matrix t - (oii). Further let g be a
function of k variables which is totally differentiable.
Then the asymptotic distribution of Æu¡q = 'Æ'tgtQ*l -gtql l
is normal with mean zero and variance
v(e) = ,!, ,!, ", j(ffiXffi) , provided v(9) + 0.f_: _
If oij and the partial derivatives of g are also contin-
uous functions of p, then
Ærr*,/ I x-N(o,l)."-.,ÆTq;r
For the sequenôê of configurations of the x values
32.















where ku, k v t kzz are some constants. Tt follows that
''('k.'h)
(t - I - 
(Y-1, t*)'* (Y-*,t*) '1
\Tu N-Tl¡ ' srTr.¡ Srr* /
' 7 klr- 2ykn+kn.Yz =k*




con (ôä¡¡ , Êä*)
var ( ô[*)
approacheseär)
"'(lï [Ð as N increases. Puttins ê,n = â
*
TN
,^* *.(0rn-0 ) t
ôrx = ô *TN
we have the stronger condition that 'Æ






cov (â i* ' ô;*l
Let
the result from Rao, the asymptotic distribution of ÆtÎi*-Vl




One would hope as N increases that tN approaches T¡¡
so that the asymptotic properties of Îä" witl also apply to
Ît". We further hope that for the seguence of configurations
of x values being considered we have Ît* = Î" so that the
asymptotic properties of Îö" also apply to Îw.
^ t( tA*= 0r¡/Þ1* îä* for 0[* + o. usins
33.
For a fixed, sample of si-ze N and under the assumption
that the above holds we proceed with the rest of this chapter.
4.4. Testinq the Nuri HYPothesis Ho : Y = Yo
(a) From the asymptotic property it follows that under Ho
the test statistic z = (î-Vo)/6fi0) is approximately norm-




It 1 (vo-xrto)' (vo-lr.o)'l
[Ëo*N-ro+-Etto +--E;ro J, ôrto+ô,.0
and xto <
squares estimates of Bt,ß2.
being the least
(b) The Likelihood Ratio Approach.
Firstly assuming o2 known, the likelihood ratio
statistic is given by
À = exp t- (s o-z?o (v o) )/2o2 J
xt(l.xr*,
exp [ - (s o -z?(ç\) /2o2 J
+ -2 In | = (zi6),-zio (vo) )/oz has an asymptotic x2 dis-
tribution with 1 degree of freedom. Substituting for o2
(by c^2l if it is unknown will not change the asymptotic
result.
Without the assumption that o2 is knownr wê can write
the likelihood ratio statistic as À - G2 /ôîl , where
ã3 = ô2(vo). rt follows that
-2 In À = N 1n(ô3/6'l
= N rn(t+ (ô6-ô') /ã') .
Since ôî > õ', with equality when Î = '(0, we have for Yo
in the vicinity of Î that
^-2 ln À + N(o




4.5 An Approximate Confidence Interval for \
(a) Using the asymptotic property, an approximate 100 (1-E)
per cent confidence interval is given by
¡'
î ! ,E/2. o(î) where
-Z¿e/z -82/ 2
can be expressed as









(b) Another means of obtaining an approximate confidence
interval is to consider the set of y valu:: which satisfy
the equation r(y) is the upper
1008? significant point of a chi-squared distribution with
I degree of freedom. It is possible that such a confidence
interval could be disjointed, depending on the function ¡'(y).
Graphically the confidence interval can be obtained by
plotting r'(y) over the values of y and observing those
ranges of y for which r'(y) <
If the function F'(y) is approximately parabolic in
the neighbourhood of i, then an initial approximation to
the approximate confidence interval is given by the roots of
the quadratic (Î-y)' = xZ. ô'(y). This quadratic in y
tô-x!.nst var (Êl l-zvtôß-x!.nst cov(ô, ôl I
(Î-v)' . v2





I{e analyse some experimental data sets ¿nd also use
generated data sets to demonstrate various properties.
The results for each data set will be set out under the
following format.
(a) A discussion of the problem giving rise to the data,
the data and a PIot of the same.
(b) The procedures of Chapter 2 used to test for a split
line model.
tll Usinq differences between consecutive updated regressaon
coefficients.
. T$/o tesÈ results are given depending on the amalgamation
procedure, the results being set out as follows.
'Ana1ysis of Variance






















statistic, t - @-2)\ ã/sa, with s¿ as






tr - tN -a
then t - E2 - tN-g
N-I{
large t3 - tN-M
If N M is larger wê perform a further test by the
use of





. t. . rl (vi i-ii -) 2 / (N-M)r- ¡ J- L
FM-3rN-M


















The test statistíc, gives a
test for non-linearitY.
t3l The Gr c roach which uses a moving average plot
of the progressively updated intercept values.
t41 The Recursive Residual Approach
The plot of [ (v'Ik,k) : k = 3r...M] is represented on
the graph by the following symbols.
A : WX values
B : Upper Bound
C : Lower Bound
(Ro-RL)
f - -fr- - F[ r,N-a ]
, 37.
If the ploÈ of Wk (A) crosses either boundary (B,C)
then the Cusum technique indicates a non-Iinearity in the
data.
(c) A plot of the residual function s2 (u).
(d) The least squares estimates of oüt, e-zt ßr, 92, \, o2
and the times taken for each method of Chapter 3 are given.
If the data plot shows clear non-linearity then methods 3.6,
3.7 are redone, using some set (Lt,Lz) , to determine if any
time saving can be achieved. The approximate 95 percent
asymptotic confidence intervals for the intersection point
(V) completes the format. In data plots which strongly
indicated non-linearity, section (b) on tests for non-linearity
is omitted from the results for that d.ata set.
38.
5.1 EXAMPLE ONE: lGrowth rate of human embryonic brain
tissue; data kindly supplied by J. nobbing. (5)J
Brief Glossary:
Neuron: An immature nerve ceII-
Neuroblast: Any embryonic ce11 which develops
into a nerve cell or neuron.
Neuroglia: The supporting structure of nervous
( sria) tissue.
l"lyelin: A lipid substance forming a sheath
around certain nerve fibres.
Myelination: The act of furnishing with or
taking of myelin.
(a) From the time of conception until maturity the human
body is subject to different growth spurts; -the one we
consider is the brain growth spurt. Poor nutrition during
this period could inhibit normal brain development and
consequently causê brain deficiencies.
A feature of rnanrmlian brain growth is that neuroblast
multiplication is almost complete before the major phase of
g1ial multiplication begins, with the brain growth spurt
beginning towards the end of the neuroblast stage. The
first half of this spurt being glia], with the second half
being mainly myelination.
Dobbing demonstrates (Example TWO) that fast and slow
growing animals undergo the process of cell divisj-on, myelin-
ation and growth in brain weight at fixed chronological ages.
Since this result can also be applied to humans it is of
some importance to determine the point in time at which the
brain growth spurt begins.
39.
Dobbing demonstratecl that this occurs at about the
eighteenth week of gestation. The stud.y was based' on
measurements from 148 human brains recovered from aborted
foetuses, accident victims and children who died from short
illnesses. No brain was accepted which showed any conspicuous
neuropathologY.
Each brain was divided into three regions (Forebrain,
Cerebellum and Stem) and measulements of the DNA-P, water and
cholesterol conten'L were made. A plot of 1og e (DI\A-P) frorn
forebrain against age for brains from I0 gestational weeks to
4 postnatal months shows a clear non-Iinear trend. Within




























































































6.7 40 ,6 .826
7 .064 ,6 .690 ,7 .154 ,
6.777 ,6.802
7.098,6.516
7 .034,6 .7 46
6.570
6.642
6 .999 ,6 .630 , 6.4L6 ,
7.183,6.941,6.405,






















































































































of the overall residual sum of squares function,(c) A plot
s2 (u) .






















































.22 x IO- I
.25 x 10- 2
.27
and ã2 = 6.04 x ro-r





Since non linear trend was evident in the data we chose
9.t = 7, Lz = 16 which gives an interval (L6,27). Using this
interval as an initial interval for methods 53.6 and 53.7 we
obtained the f o1lowJ-ng:















An approximate 95 per cent asymptotic confidence inter-
val is given by (18.19, L9.23).
This verifies Dobbing's result that the brain growth
spurt begins at about the eighteenth week of gestation with
glial multiplication carrying on well into the second post-
natal year. Since under-nourishment during pregnancy will
not begin to seriously retard foetal growth t.iIl the third
trimester (ooUbing) tfre neuronal multiplication phase in
humans would. be spared. Such later restriction will equally
certainly not spare the establishment. of the network of
synoptic connectivity, and. if such restrictj-on is continued
through the first two postnatal years, then poor brain
development could be expected.
, 43.
5.2 EXAMPLE TWO: lEnvironmental effects on the onset of the
brain growth spurt; data kindly supplied
by J. Dobbing. l
To demonstrate that the timing of the mâmmalian brain
growth spurt is unaffected by maternal malnutrition, measure-
ments on two groups of rats were made. One group consisted
of rats born into large litters, the other group of rats born
into small litters. A data plot of the logeDNA-P content for
whole brain against age (0-196 days) shows a cl-ear non-linear-
ity for both groups (rig . 5.2. (1) ; 5.2" (2) ) .
(a)
Data





































































































1 . 655 , L.59'7 ,
1.800,1.74L,
























Data plot of ioq e DNA-P for whole brain versus ase (0
44.
-196 davs)























A clearer picture as to the applicability of _a splít-line
model to t-his data can be seen from a plot of the data




























of loqe DNA-P for whole brain versus ase (0-35
45.
davs)Data plot































































.951 , .99'7, .933
.873, .851,1.011
1.174, .962,1.096,
I.130 ,L.044 , .980
1.313, r.12r,L. 158 ,
1. r06 ,L.282

















I. 319 ,I.327 ,L.37 4 ,
I.519,1.551,1.359 |






















1.54r,1. 423 ,r.302 ,
1.545 ,L.499 ,L.459
r . 516 , I . 5 22 , L.525 ,
r.443








































































.2. (I) , a clearer Picture
split-Iine model can be
limits, O-34 daYs.
as to the aPPlic-






































Data plot of 1oq e DNA-P for whole brain versus ase (0-34 davs )















































(c) A plot of the overall residual sum of ssuares function
for the data from the smafl litters qroup.









































A lot of the overall resÍdual sum of s function for
the data from the t litters qroup.
¿¡+












































(d) Sma11 litters group
Parameter Dstimate Standard Error































Using g.t = 6t 9,2
(10r16), we obtain
9 to obtai-n an initial int.erval
Method Time (sec x 10 -2
Upper bound 93.6
InterväI g 3.7
An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval
is given by (LL.62,, 14.02).
Larqe litter group
Parameter Estimate Standard Error
10 -1
and ô2 = 1.51 x 10-2





Using .C r = 5 , 9.'z = 10 to obtain an initial interval
(8 























































Method Time (sec x 1O-2)
Upper bound 53.6
Interval 5 3.7
An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval
is given by (11.9L,L4.05).
Conclusion
An approximate asymptotic test for the nuIl hypothesis







where z is a standard normal deviate.
It follows that the experiment does not contradict
Dobbings initial contention, namely that the timing of the
brain growth spurt in rats is independent of environmental
conditions.
Therefore sinte no catch-up facility exists in the brain
once the brain growth has ceased, the results of environ-
mental factors which inhibit brain growth during the spurt
period could be a deficiency of mental ability.
53.
5.3 EXAMPLE THREE: [A light sensitivity experiment, data
supptied by H. Wainer. l
(a) In an experiment to determine a subject's sensitivity
to the brightness of a stimulus light, the subject was
initially placed in a dark room for 15 minutes. The subject
then stared directly at a 300 W. butb for 5 minutes from a
distance of 25 cm. After this preadaptation period the
stimulus light, the brightness of which could be regulated
in several \^rays, \,vas introduced and the perceived intensity
recorded. The method is given in Wainer (f¿).
Here we have N=M=30 and
x : Time, in minutes, from the end of
preadaptation time.
y : - Iog (subjective intensitY).
Data





























































tive intensity) ve rsus time (min. )
54.
sinceApl ot of -1og (s ubiec



























A plot of the overall residua1 sum of ta re s functíon(c)
s2 (u) .











































































and ô2 = 1.38 x 1O-2





Using 9't = 6, 9''z = 12 which gives an initial interval
of ( 3, 7. 5 ) u/e obtain :
Method Time (sec ,. 10-2 )
Upper bound g
Interval 5
An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval
is given by (3.88,5.23). For an interpretation of these














5:4 EXAMPLE FOUR: lstagnant surface layer height in water
flows; data suPPlied bY D-W- Bacon
and D. G. Watts . l
In an investigation of the behaviour of stagnant surface
layer height in a controlled flc¡w of water down an inclined
channel for a particular surfactant the following data was
obtained, where
x : 1og (flow rate ín gaLL/cm sec.)
y : log (band height in cm)
A plot of the data demonstrates the applicability of a
split-line model. In this experiment 4B measurements were

























































































































































































and ã2 = I.t8 x 1o-3













Using Lr = 5
interval (-.58,.441
and 9-2 = 15, which gives an initial
we obtain:
Method Time (sec x I0 -2)
Upper bound 53.6
Interval g 3.7
An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval
is given by (.2,.31). For an interpretation of these results,







(a) For equally spaced x values over the range from
0 to 22, 100 data points were generated for the following
split-tine model.







where 02 = 1, y - 12 and from the data we have that
xss = Y = 12.
This data is used to demonstrate the following points:
1. From the plot no visual evidence suggests non-linearity.
This data, then, will try out the effectiveness of the
tests in Chapter 2.
2. Applying Hinkleyrs criteria (3.3.2) we see that the
estimation procedure could be il1 defined since
TIT=4.95<5. (c.f. ch. 3)


































































(,b) Ill Using differences between cons ecutive up-dated
reqression coefficients.
(i) Left to Ri t amalqamation
A.O.V.













TotaI 99 1655 -24
wirh





gives a significant result for testing the non-linearity of
the data.
(ii) Right to Left amalgamation
A.O.V.














2.oand tr = -2!-!- = 2.87 - ¡'gz
'En
non-linearity of the data.
gives a significant result for
12) The Quadratic Component technigue
A. O.V



















TotaI 99 1655 -24
The test statistic f t8 .61: r '" ,9 ? gl-ves a0.92
significant result for non-linearity in the data.
64.
t31 The graphic approach
A plot of the movíng average of updated intercept

































The persistent upward movement in the moving average plot is






















l4l The Recursive Residual App roach, usinq amalgamation





















From above, the plot (points: A)













In conclusion we see that all tests proved positive for
non-linearity, even though no visual evidence of non-linear-
ity in the data plot was noticed.
67.
(c) A Plot of the overall residual sum of sguares function,
s2 (u) .
































































and G2 = 0.899 (o2 = 1.00).
In this case the least squares estimate of y is a
boundary point, î = X4r = 8.99.





.An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval
is given by (6.4,11.4), which does not include the true
value of y (-L2) .
In conclusion, even though we can support the existence











.fl+xE(Y' = tro.6 + O.2x for y = L2, a2 = 1.
From the data we again obtain Y = xss = L2 since the
same x-values and intersection point (V) are used as in
the previous example.
In this particular case we have
1. nrlBl = 19.8, which implies that the estimation proced-
ure should be fairly reliable, according to Hinkley's
criteria.
2. Non-linearity might be just perceivable from a plot,
but it would be difficult to specify a fairly narro\'\l
sub-interval for Î with any confidence.
For equally spaced x values over the range from































































(b) tIl Usinq differences between consecutive updated
regression coeffici ents.
(i) Left to Ri ht amalgamation.
A. O.V.














The test statistic tr - 7'16 - 4.g7,m
cant result for testing the non-linearity of the data.
(ii) Riqht to Left amal gamation.
A. O.V.
gives a signifi-














Again the test statistic tr = 6.86 indicates a highly
significant non-linear component in the data.
Ï,2J The Quadratic Component technique.
A. O. V.














The test statistic f = L22.L2/I.43 = 85.49 indicates
the same result as above.
72.
l3l The Graphic Approach: A Plo tofa5po int moving Average
for updated intercept values obtained by amalgamating
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Fig. s.6. (2)














































demonstrates the significant non-
(c)
74.
A plot of an. overall Residual Sum of squares function,
s2 (u) .





































































and ôz = 6.04 x lo-' (o" = I).
In this case Î occurred at a smooth minimum and not
at a boundary point as in example 5.5.





An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval







(a) On equally spaced x values over the range from 0
to 36 we. generate 100 data points for the fol-lowing model:
. Î17.8 -1.Ix: for x('t.2E(Y) = t 5.8 -o.Ix: for xÞ L2
where Y=L2ro2= I and xg+<Y(Xss. Forthisdatawe
have
(i) nrlBl = 22.44 thus the estimation procedure should
be reliable.
(ii) the non-linearity in the data is visually apparent
from a plot, and a sub-interval can be easily con-
structed in which î is sure to be contained.
(iii) ttre intersection point (y) is deliberately placed
















































Fig. s. 7. (1)
78-
(c) A plot of the overall residual sum of ssuares function,
s2 (u) .




































































.989 (o" = 1.00) with î lying between the
(12.36, L2.731¡ e.g. xas . Î ( xgo.





Since non-linearity is visually apparent from the plot
(fig. 5.7. (1)) r¡¡e choose 9-t = 23, 9,2 = 45 such that we
obtain the initial interval (8.00, L6.00), which gives the
following times
Method Time (sec x 1O-2)
Upper bound 53.6
Interval g 3.7
An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confid.ence












5 .8 EXAMPLE ETGI{T
(a) For equally spaced x values over the range 0 to
16 we generate 100 datä points for the followì.ng split-line
model:
n (y)
where y = L2r o2 = t and Xzs <
Under Hinkleyrs criteria, the estimation procedure
should be reliable. The interest in this data is that the
intersection point is clearly indicated on the data plot










































































































































and ô2 = L.Oz (o, = l) , with
consecutive x-values (1I.64,
Method
Î lying between the
11.8); e.9. Xzq . î ( xzs.





Choosing g.'t = 63, I'z = 85 we obtain an interval
(lO.02, 13.58), which gives the following computational times
Method. Time (sec x 10 -2 )
Upper bound
Interval
An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval



















(a) To demonstrate the efficiencies of each estimation
method for large samples we generated 360 values within the
range (0, 30). The intersection point was chosen to Iíe to
the extreme righL of the range; the split-line model being,





where Y = 25, a2 = 4 and X¡oo <
This data should ensure reliable estimation procedures,
and from a data plot we see that non-línearity is barely





















































































































(b) t 3l The Graphic Approach demonstrates how the moving
average plot tends to leve1 out as v¡e proceed through
enough values of one regression line and begíns, in
this caser ârr upward swing as the daLa from the
second regression line begins to influence the
































































Fig. 5 .e. (2)
87.
(c) A plot of the overall residual sum of square s function,
s2 (u) .


































































and ô2 = 4.2g ¡ (o2=4) with i fyi.tg between the consecutive
x-values (24.32, 24.40); e.g. xzgz <













Using g,t = 2L2t g,z = 3I3: which gives an initial
interval of (L9 .97 , 25.99) , $te obtain the following comput-
ational times,





An approximate 95 percent asymptotic confidence interval
is given by (23.74, 25.02l .
89.
5. t0 Conclusions
In the preceding and other examples analysedr.several
patterns lvere observed when comparing the time taken between
methods in finding the estimate of the intersection point,
y. Firstly in aI1 cases analysed, Hinkley's approach (53.5)
hras computational faster than Hudson's method (93.4). This
was predictable, due to the reasons given in 93.5.
The Interval Estimation rnethod. of 53.7, although not
guaranteeing the isast squares estimate of \, did in fact
produce the least sguares estimate in all cases. The gener-
ated data sets given here \^¡ere selected to demonstrate the
versatility of this method, und.er the greatly varying con-
ditions demonstrated by the data p1ots. The effectiveness
of 53.7 is shown by these examples, which range from data
plots with no visual evidence of non-linearity to data plots
with unmistakable non-linearity; with' y being positioned
throughout the range of the data. In all the cases consid-
ered, for I'1> 30, method 93.7 was seen to be the quickest;
with the relative efficiency of this method increasing as M
increases (re 5.9). Further saving in computational time was
observed (for data with 14, > 30) if, from a data p1ot, we can
obtain an initial interval (see g 3.7) with which to begin
this method.
In the cases where M < 30, for method 93.7, it was
found that the process of finding the interval (in which to
search for an estimate of \ see 53.7) consumed too much
time and consequently this method took longer to find an estj-m-
ate than the other methods. Yet for 20 < M < 30 the method
of 93.7, although slower than 93.5 and 53.6, $¡as in fact
faster than g 3.4.
90.
A summary as to which method to apPly can be given as
follows : -
Size (M) Method
M< 20 Hinkley's (5 3.5) method - produces the
least squares estimate of Y.
20<M< 30 53.5 or 93.6 produces the least squares
estimate of Y.
Ivl > 30 93.6 the quickest method which
guarantees the least squares estimate of
Y.
If we are willing to forego this guarantee
the Interval Approach of 93.7 is signifi-
cantly faster, with the relative saving
in computational time increasing as M
increases.
It seems reasonable to use 53.7 because
. of the real saving in time-
2. in aII cases analYsed, the least




The following is a listing of the subroutines and
functions for finding an estimate of the intersection point,
\ t in situations where the split-tine regression model is
appropríate.
This listing, in FORTRAN IV, implements the procedures
described in sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7.
, These subroutines a¡rd functions have been tested on the
University of Adelaíde CDC 6400, under the operating system
SCOPE 4.6, using the FTN comPiler.
92.
A
SURR0UTINE HtJDSCIN (XrYrNI TNTMTCSY)
cor'1r"l0N/ A./xsuM ( 36 rl ) r Y su),1 ( 3ó0 ) r x y sut'1 ( 360 ) I x 2su,\4 ( 3ó 0 I
C0Ml"t0N /d/X I r XZ r Y I r Y2 r C I r C2
COMMON/F /JlçJ?çI?
COMM0N/D /8I ç3?çG
DIMENSION X(l) r Y(I) r t,lI(l)
INTEGËR T
THI S I S ME ÏhOD 3 -':. r o . o . . . o . . I . . ¡ . . . . .. . . . o i . . o . o . o . . . . o . . o. .. . . o .
HUDSONS EXHATJSTIVE SEARCHING P;IOCEDU'IE TO FIND T{E LEAST SJUARES
ESTIMATE FOR TñË INTERSECTION POINT I GAMI'IA I AY MINIMIZINS THE


















X 3 ARRAY OF INCREASI\G X VALUES
Y ! ARRAY OF CORFìESP0hJD I NO Y vALUES
NI rNrMr-AS DEFIIED IN ROUfI\E ACUq
IMPORTANT COMPUTED VALUES -
GHAT S THE FINAL ESTI¡,tATE FOR THE INTERSECf ION POI{T
T:THE PARTITICNI¡'IG FRO¡4 I{HICH THE AtsOVË ESTI14ATE IS
S!ESfIùtATE FOR THE VARiA,!CE OF TTIE SPLIT-LI\E MOi¡EI.
NII:-THE NUMSER OF PARTIÏIONS BEING SEARCHED
F OUNI)
NN = M-2
C SET -THE INITIAL VALUES FOR ÏHE SEARCHI\G PROCEDURE
C STEP ì r a a a. a t a a. a a I r a a. a a a a. a a r a a a a a o. a. c. a a a. a o. a a a..3. a. o. a a. a o.
J'= I
GHAT = x(l)
RËSS = CSY- ( XYSU\4 ( M ) -XSUM ( M ) rlYSUl'4 ( M ) /N) 11*2 / (XASU{ ( { ) -XSUq ( V ) üs¿l!)
00401=Zr\N
C STEP I $J0... o a o o...... c..... rr.. o. o. r. o...1... . r. r. o.. ... o. o r.. o o...
CALL l'rORK ( I r l rNr VrNI )
CALL FUNC ( G r N r,Y r JI r I r S I r AA I t tsBl r Btl2 r CSY r 0 )




C STEP TftREE o . . . . . o o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o . . o . . . . ! i r . . I . . ¡ . . . . o o . G . I o . o . .
l0 IF(G.Lf .Xl.0R.G.GÏ.XZ) G0 T0 ?0
GX = X(JI)
IF(c.GT.X(Ie)) GX = X(IZ)
ROUT INES CALtEi)
ROUT INES CALTED










CALL FUNC (GX rNrMrJI r I r Sl rAAl rBBI rBB2rCSYr 0 )





STEP FQUR. . . . . .. . o . .. . . . I .. . .. . o a . r a a . . o .. . . . . . .. .. ¡ . o a . . a .. t a.. r .
CALL FUIIC (X (JI ) rr'lrMrJl r f rSXlrAAIrBBl rBB2rCSYr0)
CALL FUNC ( X ( I 2 ) r \ r M I JI r I I SX2 I AA I I tsB I I BBZc CSY I 0 )
GX = X(Jl)
SX = SXI
IF (SXI-SXZ.LE. I.E-¿O) GO TO 3O
6X = X(I2)
SX = SX¿





AT THIS SI A('E I TI-IE SEARCHING PROCEOURE HAS ET{DED.. ... r O. ... ...I I '
CALL tJgRK ( T r 0rNr lilrNI )
XL = X(JI)
XU = X(l?)
XL = X(JI) S GHÂI < X(I2) = XU
CALL FUNC (6HATrNrMrJI rTrSrAAl tEUl TBB2TCSYTI )
AA2 -= AAI + GHATTl (BBI-BB¿)
S=RESS/ (N 4)
CNA|4E = l0'l HLTDSO'{
PRINT 50rC\Ar'lErJl TXLTXUTGHATTAAI rAA2rBBl rBB2r 5
F0Rr"rAT (I¡1t/t0XrlTrtE pi0cEDUr.ìE USED IS l+Al0/l0Xr¡1HE NU{8ËR 0ã Y-VA_J
ZES F0R 'yHICH XSGHAT =n13/I0X*T¡E IMMEDIqtE X-VALJES E0UNfJI!G GHATZARE{tEl0.4+r+EI0,4/l0XnIHE ESf I{ATE l- 0R T'tE INTTRSECTI0\ P0INTTGHqT
Z =þElO.4/10¡çTHE ESIIfIATES OF ALPHAITALP|'A?tBETAlrBËTA2 AR: rt3(EI0







SUfJR0UTINE HINKLEY (XrYrNI TNTMTCSY)
coMl-40N/4,/XSU,.'t ( 360 ) rYSU!4 (360) TXySUM (360 ) rX2SU\4 ( 360)
COMM0N /È/XI rX2rYl rY2rCl rC2
C0'"ll'10N/D/3Lçt?¡G
COMMON/E /CT ç DT r ET
COMMON/F /JLtJ?¡I?
DIr'lÉNSI0N X(l) r Y(I) r NI(l)
INTEGER T
THIS IS ''1¿TI.IOD 3.5 O
FtII'IKLEYS' EXFTAUST IVE SEARCHING PROCEDLJRE TO FIND ÏIE LEAST SOUARES
tSTI¡4ATË. F0R fHE I\TtrìSECTI0N ËTOINT r GAMMAT BY ttAXIr'lIZATIJN 0F A







C INPUT VALUES 3
C X : ARRAY CF I,\CRE AS I NG X-VALU¡S
C Y : CORRË.SPOI.¡DI NG A{RAY OF Y-VALUES




SUBROUTINÊS TO BE CALLED t]EFORE ENTRY INTO TIJIS ROUIINT
ACUi'lr AND P0SSIStY SORT.
NNSTHE NtJMBETì 0F PARf ITI0NS f0 SEARCH
NN = ¡'t-2
csx = x2suf,l ( tt ) xsutl (,vl ) nr12 / \
SET THE INITIAL'VALUT OF Z TO ZERO .





STEP Ï lll0. . o o . . . o o r . r . . . o . . . . . r . . o . . . . o r . . o . o a . . . a a . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . c
CALL ljOhl( ( I r 3r Nr \4r NI )
Zl = 7I (GTGTCSXTBÌriJZrCTrDTrET)
IF (Zl.LE.Z) G0 T0 4t)





STEP T HREE o . . I . o . . . . . . . o . . . . . . . . . . . o . . o . . . . r o . o a . a . . . . . . . . o . . . . . . .
Dt- = DT - Gtr ËT
DG=(CT-G|DT)/Ol
IF (DF.GÏ. 0.4\¡D.DG. l_T. X ( I2) .0'ì " lF.LT.0. Af.l0. X ( Jl ) . L1, 0G) G0 r0 ?0
GX = X(Jl)
IF(G.GT.X(I2)) GX = X(I2)Zx = ZT (GXrGrCSXrBl rS2rCTrDTrËf)











c STEP Fouil . . . . . . . . . . o . . .. o. . . . . . . .. I . . a . . .. o . .. . . .... ¡ . o . . . . . . . o . o .
?0 ZXI = Zl (X(JI) çGrCSXrBlçE2rCTrDTrET)
Zl,2 = ZI (X(I2) rGrCSXrtslrÈ2rCTrDTçET)
6X = X(Jl)
ZX = ZxL
IF ( zx r-2x2. GT. I . E-20 ) Go To 30
GX = X(Iz)





C THE SEARCHINO PRCCED'JRE ENDS AT THIS STA6E.
C¡IAME = 10rl HINKLEY
CALL t¡,l01"(K ( Tr 0 rNr rilr Nl )
Cf\LL FUNC (Gl-lAT rNrl'lrJl TTTRESSTAAI rBBl rBB?rCSYr l )
XL = X(Jl)
XU = XtI?)
AAZ = AAI- + 6HATrl (tsBI-BBe)
S = (CSY- (XYSUî.4 (M) -XSUM (t{) TtYSJM (M) / i"J ) {'rA / CSX - Zl / (N-41
PRINT 50rCNAvlE¡JI I XLrÃtJTGHAI rAAl rAA2rBBt riJ82t S
50 FOR¡4AÌ t t¡rizi0x{rTHE P:ìOCEOURE USE0 Is #^l()/ t0x#THE NLJ"l8tR 0F Y-Vit-J
ZIS FOR ..aHICH XSGFTAT =*I3/I0X+rtiiE IMMEDIATE X-VALJES EOUNÐI!G GHAf
zAREnEI0.4nr+E10 .4/LOÃiTHE ESfI).1ATE FCR THE I\¡TERSECTI0N 20Ir\TrÜHAT
z =+8I0,4/l0x*TrrE EsTIFIATES OF ALPHAITALPT-iA2rtsEf AITBETA2 ARE 
+3(ã10




























SUEROUTINE USOUND (XT Y TNI TNTMICSY )
coMMON/A/XSU''l (160 )'YSU!t ( 360 ) I ÁYSr,JM ( 360 ) ç X2SU'{ ( 360 )
C0l"tMON/tl / \L t X2 r Y L ¡YZr C I I C2
C0MMON,/C/l\TERr I Ar IB
COMM0N/D /tsL ç tl2 I G
COMMON /E/CT¡DTTET
C0Mf',10N/F / JI t J2ç I?
DIüENSIoN x(I) I Y(l) r NI(I)
I NTEGEiì T
CSX = XZSUM(M) XSI,J,'4(M)ltlfZ / N
THIS IS METHOD 3.6 t'{!.tERE THE LTAST SQUARES ESTIMATE
rou¡¡o THE rJSÉ 0F AN'JPPER BOUf\¡Ü FOR THE RESIDUAL 5tJþ4
THIS IS ACTIIEVED BY rllORKTNG ¡{ITH THE LOI.JEIì tsOUl..lD FOR




VALUES OF I MPOIìT ANCE-
INTER: (I) -FOR I\¡TER = Q IqPLITS NO PLOT OF TI"{E DATA IS AVAILAEL:
IO OBTAIN A RËGION IN t,,/HICH IT TS SUSPECTEO THAT GAqMA
MAY LIE .
(2) -IF INTEiì = 1 THEN FROM 4 PLOT STUDY t'.iE OBTAiN LI ç L2
I,.JHERE LI: I5 TTIE POSTlION CF T'{AT VRI.tJE OI- X JIJST LF:SS-TI.IAI'ITHEI\ITIALLC'¡EXLIMITCFTHËINTERVI\LO
L?ir{HËREX(t¿-l)SBSX(L2)r'33EINGTH¿JPPE'ì
BOUNDARY oOINTTl{IT''' lS LZ S L? 5 r'4 '
ROUTINES CALLED BåFORE ENTRY i\TO UBOUND SORT I ACUM
ROUTINES CALLED r,lTHIN UB0dN0'- }r0RK I FUNC
FUNCIIONS CALLED t'JITTIIN Uil0UND- ZI
ÁTYTNIINTI''ITCSY ARE DEFIN¿D A5 I\ SUBROUTI {E
STEP- I ¡ CATCIJLATING IHE INITIAL UPPER SOLJNÛ
Ll = M / 3 + ]
LZ = t1 LI




CALL |¡JcRK ( T r 3r l.lr t4r NI )
IF(X(Jl').GT.G.OR.G.$TNX(I2) ) GC TO 30
ZBOUND = ¿I (6rGrCSXrBl çll?¡CIr0TrET)
GHAT = G
G0 T0 50
D|,L = ¿I (Ä(Jl) çGrcsr(rSlr82rCf r,JTrET)
ZX? = ZT (X(I2) rGrCSXrðlr32rCTrDTrETl
ZX = ZXI
GX = X(JÌ)











THE SEARCHING PRCC[DURE FOíI FI \.¡I]ING THE





CALL IJOHK ( I r 3rNr !'lr NI )
ZL = 71(GrGrCSXrBlçll2rCTrDf rET)
IF(ZBOUND_GE.Zl) G0 T0 90





60 DF = DT - GltET
DG=(CI-G+DT)/UF
IF (DF.GT.0 "AND.0G"LT.X 
( I2) .0fì. DF .LT. 0.4t.¡D.X ( Jl ) . Ll.DG) GO T0 70
GX = X(Jl)
IF(G.GT"X(I2) )GX = Ã(12)
ZX = ZT (GÄrGrCSXrEÌ1 rS2rCTr0TrÉT)





?0 ZXI = ZT(X(Jl)rGrCSXrBlrtsZrCTrDTrET)
Zf,? = ZI (X (IZ) rGrCSXrBlrBZrCIrDTrET)
6X = X(Jl)
zx = zxl
IF (ZXI-¿X2.GT. I.E-?O) GO TC BO
6X = X(Ie)
7-X = Zxz
8O IF (ZBOUI\D.GT.ZX) GO TO 9O
ZBOUND = Zx| = I.
GHAT = GX
90 CoNT It¡u¿
THE SEAKCHING PROCEDJiìE ENDS.
CALL þJOHK ( [ r 0rNç vlr NI )
xL = X(Jl)
XU = X(12)
CALL FUNC ( GFIAT rN rM rJl r T r RSSr AAI rBBl I8ts2ç CSY I I )
AA2 = AAI + GHAT+1 (8BI-BB2)
s= (c5y- (xySuf.4 ({) -x5U'1 (M) ttYSuvl (M),/Nl+*2 / CSx - ZBOUND) / (f,,1-dr)
CNAi4E = IOH SEOJNJ
Pl"lINT l00rCNA!'4t ç Jl çXLtXUTGHAf r AAI çAA2r AFì tt3B2rS
100 FORMAT ( IHI/10X.ÞTFtE PTOCEDUTTT LiSED IS +Al0zl0XllTHE \¡U¡{BiR 0F Y-VA-U
2IS FOR .$JTIICH XSG.IAT =*T3/LOXI¡IiE IVi"IÈDIATE X-VALJES SOUN)I\G GHAT
zAREnEI0.4*rë810. 4/L0X*TrtE tStI'1ATE F0R T.]E I!TERStCTI0N 20INTTGHTT
¿ -tIEIO.4/IOX{ITHE ESTITIATES OF ALPHAIIALPTlA2çdETAIIÙETA2 Ar(. t¡3(ETO
2.4# r+) rEl0.4 /L0xËEST IqATE 0F trE VARIA\CE F0|'ì THE sPLI I-LI \¡E MCD:I









SUBR0UT IilE UINTVAL (X r Y rNI r Nr Mt CSY )
COMM0N/A/XSU¡4 (360) rYSU¡,1 (360) rÄYSUM (360) TXZSUY (360)
COMMON/B / X L tXZ I Y I r YZ r C I r C2
C0MÌ"'t0N/C/ I \TER r I A r I I
C0MI"10N/D/BLçd2rG
COMMON/E/CIrDTrEf
COMMON/F / Jl ç J2ç I?
DIMENSI0N x(I) r Y(I) t NI(l)
II.]TEGER T
THE Ir\TERVAt EST Il\4ÄTI0N PR0CËDURE 0F SEC-I0N 3.7 ¡








R0UT INES CALLED tseFORE ENTRY I !T0 UI \TVAL - So'ìT
R0UTINES CALLED ldITHIN UINTVAL v'r0il( ç t)PDATE t





CSX = X25Uq(ùl) - XSU'l(\'l)r¡tt2 / \¡
STEP I: FI¡'IDII!G AN INITIAL INTÈRVAL
Ll = M / 3 + I
LZ = M - Ll
INTER ! AN
IF ( INÏER .
a
INDICATOR VALUE DEFINED IN SUBROUÏINE UtsOUNi)
E0 . 0) G0 T0 l0
Lt = IA
LZ = Iu
l0 JJI = NI( rl )'
JJ? = NI( L? )
T =(Ll + L¿l / 2
CALL tl0RK ( T I I rNt {r ¡,lI )
f4I-= NI (2)
t42 = NI(M-l)
IF(XU.4l).GÊ.G.0R.G.6E,X(rqZ)) G = (X(JJl) + X(JJZ)) / 2
DIFF = A,qI'\l ( G-X(l) r X(N)-G ,/ 2
[=G-DIFF
E = G + DIFF
C STEP 2Z UP)ATII{G T¡IE I.\ITIAL I\TERVAL I
CALL UPDATE (XrYrNIt\,¡r{rArB)
c cHEcKING wHEfHüR TTIf UPDATEO IvTEiIVAL LIES Iâ,ITHI\ TFtE DATA RANGE
IF(X(t'lI).L8.A"0R.8.L¿.X(q2) ) G3 TO 20
PRINT 90 r A r E rX(Jl) r X(JZ)
RE TURN
?O CONT I NIJË.
ZBOUND = O
C STEP 3¡ FI\DING THË ESTIqATE OF GNVUA 3Y EfPLOYI\¡G METHCI) ].5.
l=I
30 I = I + I
JXI = NI(I)
Jx? = NI(I + l)
IF(X(JX2).LI'A) GO TC 3O
c
99.
CALL t,0RK ( I r3rNr !lr\I )
¿I = ZT (GrGrCSXrùl rE2rCTrDTrET )
IFIZI .LE.ZtsgL,ND) bu t0 70





40 0F = DT GIET
DG = (Cl G+IDT) / DF
IF (DF.Gl .0.AND.DG.LI "x ( l2) .0R.DF.LT.0.At'lD.X ( Jl ) .LT.DG, G0 t0 50
GX = X(Jl)
IF(G.GT.X(I2)) GX = K(I2}
ZX = Zf (G,\rGrCSXrBl rS2rCTrDTrET)





50 ZXI = ZI lX(¡l) rGrCSXrdlr82rCIrDTrË-T)
ZX? = ZT (X ( I2) rG¡C-5Xrdl ¡82rCT¡DTTET)
GX = X(Jl)
ZX = ZXL
IF lz.Xl-2X2, GT. I . f -20 ) G0 T0 60
GX = X(I2)
zx = zx¿60 IF(ZBgUr.lD.GT.ZX) GC t0 70
ZI]OUND = ZX
J=I
GHAT = G( .
7O IF(X(JXI}JLI.8)GO TO 30
Er'lD 0F SEAIìCr-lIi{G Prì0CEDURE ,
CALL l'jCRK ( I r 0 r Nr çlr NI )
XL = -X (Jl )
XU = X(I2)
CALL FTJNC (SHAT rl.,lrMç Jl r Tr QSS¡AAl rBtll ¡ ÈlB2r CSYr I )
AA¿ = AAT + GHATç'(ÈBI - BB2)
s = (csy- (xysut4(M)-xsrJM(M)J'YS.JM(M)/N)*n¿lCSX - Z;0UND) / (N-4)
CNAHE = IOH II{TERVAL
PR INT BO rCI'IAI,IE r JI r XL; XU I GHAT r AAI r A A2g8B I I tJ82I S
BO FORIqAT ( IHI/I()XtåT'IE PROCEDURE IJSED I5 'TAIO/ I()XiITHE NUMtsË,II OF Y-VA.-U
ZES FOR WHICH XSGTIAT =JlI:J/TOXIfTIE IUIqEDIATE X-VALJTS BOUNJI\G GHAT
zARE{.E10.4+r{f 10.4/I0¡nfF1E ESf IvATE F3R T-tE I\TErì5[CTI0\ p0INTTGHAT
7 =*810.+/I()Xá,THE ESTI''tATES OF ALPHAIIALPHA2TBTTAIç8ETA2 ART JT3(E}O
2.4# r*) rËI0.4/l0XnEStI^.lATã CF I'JE VARIA\CE F0R fHE SPLIT-LI!E MÙu:r-
z = rtEI0.4)
9O FORMAT (/LIJXçSUBRCUTI\¡E ABORTËO 8ÉCAUSE TFIE UP[IqTED I\¡ÏT.iiVA-*/I.JX
























SUBROUf INE. UPDATE (XrYrNI rt'lrl"lrArts)
DI¡ilENSI0N x(I) I Y(l) I NI(I) I P(3ô0) I c(5r5)
cOr,,tM0N/A/ xsuM (360) rYSUlii(360) TxYSUM(360) TXZSJM (350)
PIìODUCES THE UPDATED Ih¡TERVAL FCR USE IN.IOUTINE
ROUTINES TO BE CALLED EEFORË USING UPDATE- UINTVAL




X:ARRAY OF THE N VALUES OF X O
Y: ARRAY 0F THE \ 0BSErìVAT I0NS '
C:THE I',lATRIX (XIX} .
Nr f4: AS IN THE 0Tl't['ì R0tJT INES .
A! INIT IAL L0'rJER BcU\D 0F INTEIVAL '
B:INITIAL UPPER tsOUNù OF INTETVAL '
P:ARRAY OF PROEABILITY VALUES FROÞ1 THE
OUTPUT VALUE.S-
A:UPDATED LOl/|lER BOUND OF NEtd INTERVAL
B ! UPDAI EO UPPER BOU¡'¡D OF NEl{ INTERVAL
GHAT ¡ CALCULATED BELOl,, IIS AN UPDATEI)
SECT ION POINT
CALCULATING THE ARRAY OF PROBASILITY VALUES
E0 = (A + B) / 2
EI = (ts A) /.?0
õÀr-u PRqB txrEorEIrPrMrNI)





l0 I = I + I
JI-= NI(I}
J? = NI(I + I)
IF (X (J2) .LE. A) GC TO IO
IF (X (JI ) .LE.A.Al{D.A'LI 'X (JA) ) IL
IF (Å(J2).LE.a) Go To lo
lu = I + t
SP = NI(IL)
SP?'= NI ( IL)
SPX = XSUM(IL)
SP2X = XSUI,I (IL)
ïP?X? = XZSUT'! ( IL )
SPX2 = X2StJM(IL)
SPY = YSUM(IL}
SPXY = ÄYSUM ( IL )






Jl = NI(I) - NI(I l),SP = 5P + JInP(I)
SPX = SPX + JInP(I)#X(J2l
SPXZ = SPXZ + JIüPtI)nX(JZ)it{'Z n'
SP¿ = SPz + JIüP(II#]I?
SPZX = SPzX + Jl *X (J¿) nP ( I ) $n2
sp¿xz = sp?xz + Jlr¡(Á(J2)ttP(I))#n2
SPY = $Pf + P(I)*(YSUM(I)-YSUM(I-I))





C(Ir3) = SP SPz
C(3rI) = SP SPa
C(lr4) = SPX SPZX
C(4rI) = SpX 5P2X
C(2r3) = SPX SPZX
C(3r?) = SPÃ SPZX
C(?ç41 = 5PÃ2 SP'¿x'?
C(4q?l = SPÃZ SP?X¿
C(3r3) = N A{ISP + SPZ'c(3r4) = XSUM(M) 2*5PX + sPZ
C (4r3) = XSUq (M) 2r15PX + SPZX
C(4r4) = XZSUM(M) ' ?çSPXZ + SPAXZ
C(lr5) = SPY
C(2r5) = SPÁY
C(3r5) = YSU'"f (1-4) SPY
c(4r5) = XYSUIi(t4) sPXY
usING f hE IN-LINE SUSiìOUTItIE F?OM THE !4ATRIX PAC(AGË i',JE FI \¡D
TI.lEINVERSEOFTHEMATEIXICTANDATTHF:SAMETI!IEtllECALC-,|LATE
ES.TI[4ATES FO.< THE REGRESSION PARAMETERS' GIVING IN TUiìN IHi
UPOATED ESTI qATE FOF¿ f -IË INTER5ECTIO\¡ POIf\¡Ï
C/ILL MATRI,( (l0r4r5r0rCr5rDEl )
GHAT = (C(lr5) C(3r5)) / (C(4r5)
A = GHAT ?O+ET / 3








SutJKUU i r¡',¡c t'xud ( 
^ttru 
eÈl rPii"ltNL,















ROUTINE TO BE CALLED BEFCRE U5ING PRCB UPDATE
PROB GENERATES TilE PIOtsABILITIES FOR THE INITIAL ¡'T¡IIHVAL
INPUT VALUTS-
MSNUMBER OF DIFFERE\Ï X VALUES.
X: ARRAY OF THE \ ùA TA POI \¡TS CF X .
EOsTHE MEAN OF TFIE LOGISTIC DIST}tIBUTION .
El:STANDARD ERRoR 0F IHE L0GISTIC DI5Ï"lItlUTI0Nl o
OUTPUT VALUES-
P: ARRAY OF P,ì0i3ABIl I IY VALUES '¡/HERE )p(I) = 0 Forr X( I) S A (THE ¡onlf R lItlIT 0F T'lE. ITTERVA¡)p(I) = I FOe X(I) ¿ B (THE UPPER tI\4IT 0F TrlE I,ITERVAL )
P(I) = F(X) r h,i1E.ìE F(X) IS THE CJMTJL.ATIVE L0SISTIC
OISTRI BUTI ON F UNCTIO\,I
a
a
DO I0 I= lrM
J = NI(I)























l,Jl = N I
D0201=lrNl
Il = I + I
K= I
D0 I0 J = IlrN
IF(X(J).LT.Ã(K)






?o Y(K) = ï
RE TURI,,I
END
TAKES TrE DATA r IN THE Foi{M ((X(I}rY(I}r[=1r1¡





THE TOTAL NUMEER OF DATA PCINTS
THE ARRAY OF X-DATA T'IHICH CN OUTÞUT IS IN INCREASI.'IG OìDEìI























SUBR0UTINE FUNC (tJrNr {rJl r I rRUr AUI rLJUI rBU2rCSYr I0E¡lT)
C0MM0N/A/XSU\4 ( 360 )'YSUM (360 ) TXYSUM (360 ) I X2SU.,t (3ó0 )
COMM0N/FJ /ltL ¡X2 r Y I r YZ I C I r C2
REAL NK
IDENT IS AN INDICATO'ì VARIABLE l{HERE,
( I ) FOR ILIENT=g TTE CALCULATE. f iE RESIDI.JAL SUÂ,I OF SCUARÉS AS A
FUNCI tOr¡ 0F U-Sre E0UATI0N 3.2. (Ë)(¿I FOR IOENT=I N'E ONLY CALCULATE ESTIMATES OF THE
REG¡ìESSIO¡.I PARAVEfÊRS FOR I'IÊ. ThiO LINËS MËETI\G AT Ã = J. I F)i
THE FIXEO PARTITION- I .
INPUT VALUE-
U ¡ THE F I XED VA¡UE CF GAMI"IA.
N: NUi,,IEER OF DATA POI \TS.
M!NUMðEíì OF DIFFERENT X-VALUES ¡ MfN.
JI 3 THE NU¡4BER OF Y-DATA VALJES FOR /HICH X ( I ) SU o
I: NUMEER OF DIFFERENT X VATUES FOR bJ'lICH X ( I ) SU.
CSV:CORRËCIED TOTAL SUM OF SOUARES FCR THE Y-DATA
OUÏPUT VALUES-
RU: THE RESIDUAL SUM UF SQUARES FOR 6AI,II4A=U T CALCIJLATED O!LY TF
THÊ IDENTIFIER ( IDENT ) IS NOT EOUAL TO I.
AUI !ESTIMATE I.-OR T'.IE Y-INTERCEPT OT FI.ìST LINf .
8UI!ESTIi\4ATE FOR SI-OPE OF FIRST LINE.
BU2SESTIMATE FOR St-ÜPE OF SECU\D LII.¡E.
NCTËi80TH REGRESSION LINES MËEf AT X=IJ T>AJ?=AUI+U (BUI-dU2) .
J? = N - JI
NK = JlÌåFLoAT ( J?, /\
A = XySUM ( I ) -JlnXlü,y]+NK.n (yl-y¿r.r(Xl-U)
$ = Cl +NK+ ( X I-J) l¡Ë2
C = XYSUM(f4)-XYSÚM(l)-J2t¡XZrlY?-NKn(Yl-Y?r* lX? - U)
f = ClrrC2+NK* (CZrl ( Xl,-U) r++2+CIr¡ (X2-U) È'r$2)
G = NK* (Xl-U)n (U-XZ)
F = C2+NKn(X¿-U)$'s?
IF(IDEN'l .ÊQ.l) GC To lo
RU = CSY ( F{tAr¿r$2 + ð*Crt rte Z$Cü.GrtA ) / E
RE T URN
l0 8Ul = (FrlA-GnC)/E
fl,UZ = (ts+tC-GË'Al/í
AUt = Yl-tsrJI*'Xl + Je+ ( (Y2-Yl) + tlulrl (Xl-U) $Ue+ (Xe-U) ). RfTURN
END
FUNCTI0N ZT (U¡GHAT rCSXrBl rE2rCTrDTrE[)












U: T FIE F I XED V ALUE FCR GAMMA.
GHAÏ:ÏHE ESI IIIAIL FOR THE INTEIìSECTION POINT CF
TwO REGIËSSIO\¡ LINES
CSX ! CCRRECT ED l CT AL SUM OF SùUAIìES FOiì ALL THE
8I Ii]2!UNCONSTIATNTD LEAST SiIUAIìES ESTIMATES FCR
OF THE TyJO STRAIGTTT LINES.










c0MM0N / A/xsu¡,t (360 ) rYSul'1 (360 ) r xYSUM (360 ) çX2SUY (360 )
DIMENSION X(I) ry (I) rNI (t)
THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES ACCUM{.JLATING SUMSTSUt4S 0F PR0Dr'JCÏS ANt)
SUMS OF SuUA'ìES OF THE (XrY) DATA AFTE5ì fHE DATA HAS BEE'l





















NSNUMJER DF DATA POINTS.
M!NUMBETì CF DIFFERENT X VALUES t 14SNl
X: ARRAY OF CRùERËD X VAI-UES o
y s cori,lESp0Nft I \G ARRAy OF Y VALUE_S .
a
OUTPUT VALUES -
NI:AN ARRAY I ''/HERE THE ELEMEf'¡TS NI(I) REPRESEf'¡Ï 
THE
NrJ¡r8ER OF 03SEfìVATI0NS 0F Y-DATA F0iì \tlHICH THE
coRrìEttg¡¡Irr,lG x-vALUEs AFIË s T0 X(f )
csY: coR'ìEcTED suM oF sauA'ìEs FOR Txg Í0TaL Y-DATA
XSUI'4 ( I ) :=\I ( I ) .X( 1) +....... o I r. '.* (\I ( I ) -Ni ( I-t ) ) 'Ä (I )
YSUr.l(I):=Y ( l) +Y (Z) +r.oo.+Y(K) rt(=ÑI (I )
XYSUI'I(I) :=X(l). (Y(11 +l (2) +.......Y(NI (l) ) )
+1,(,2) . (Y (f'll ( I ) +l ) +.. o.. +Y (:\lI (?) ) ) + r... o
roo*X ( I ). (Y (NI ( I-l ) +I )r... ¡ ¡ r rrY (NI ( I) ) ) '
x2suM ( I ) : =NI ( I ) .X ( I ) $.É2+..... o...+ (NI ( I ) -NI ( I-l ) ) .X ( I ) ++2
D0 I0 [ = 2rN
a
10 NI(I)=0







D0 ?0 L=2 r ¡'l
IF(ABS(X(L)-X(L-l) ).6r-.1.E-6) I =
IF (I.NË..1) 'i0 T) ?0
SYY=SYY+Y(L)snz
XzSUM(l) = À2SUl"l (l) + X(L)$r1¿
XYSUM(I) = XYSUI4(I) + X(L)ITY(L). ySUM(I) = y5ú¡4 (t) + l(L)
XSUM(I) = XSUM(I) + X(L)
?O NI(I) = NI(I) + IM= I
00301=2;t
30 NI(I) = tll(I-I) + NI(l)
DO 50 I = 2¡^4








+ X ( JK ) r¡*2
+ Y(.JK)ëttz
xsul'{ (I I ) + sx
YSUi4(I I) + 5Y
= XYSUM(J - II + SXY


















XYSUM ( I )


















SUBR0UTINE tr0RK ( I; IPARTNTMTNI )
C0MMON/4./ÀSUM (3ó0 ) rySrJi4 ( 3ô0 ) r ÃySUM ( 360 ) r I,2SUr,l ( 3ó0)
COMM0N/Ë/XIç X2rYl rY2rCI rCZ
C0MM0t\/D/tll¡32rG




ÏHIS RoIJTINE cALcULATES VARIOUS VARIABLES FOR A FIXED PAiTITIONII.
THE FIÉìsT PA¡ìTITI0\ EEI¡lG r (Ä(l) ry(l) I ,r)))rrr (x(Jl) çy(Jl) ) .THE sEcOND PARTITIoN BEING r (x(JI+I)çy(.Jl+l))rrrr(iti'llrvtlii .JI:TOTaL NUMSER CF OBSERVRTIONS oF THE FIRST PaRIIIION .Jl = NI(I)
J2:NUI"lBÉR OF OESERVATION OF T¡IT SECO\D PARTITICN.JZ = N-Jl
I¿:NUMEER CI X-VALI,JÊS FOR ylHIcH X5 X(NI(I+I))
12 = Nt (l+]¡
X}:THE MEA\] .OF T{E X DATA FOR THE FIRST PARTITIO\ .Xl = XSU,,4(Il/JL
X¿!MEAN OF X DATA FoR THE SECOTID PARTITIcN .
X? = (XSUP| (M)-XS(JMlItt/J?
YI !I'IEAN OF Y DATA FO'ì FI'{ST PARTITION .
Yl = YSUI1llr/Jl
Y2!MËAN OF lHE Y-DATA FOA THE SECO'{D PARTITIOI¡
Y? = (YSUM (M) -YStJM ( I,',, /J?
CI:SU¡'l OF SOUARË5 FOrT X DATA OF FINST PNRrI TIO\ .Ct = X¿SUM(I)-JlfXl#lt2
C2: SUÍ"I OF SOUARES FOT X OATA OF SECO\D PqRT I T I ON .







BI !ESTIMAlE OF SLOPE FoR FIRST PARTITIoN .
Bl = (XYSU\,1 (I)-Jl$Xl{yl)/Cl
AI:E5TIMAlE FOR Y-TT.¡TERCEPT OF FIRST PARTITION .Al = Yl 8I'}Xl
B2: EST I MAT E OF STOPE FOR SECOf\D PART I T I ON .
8¿ = ( XYSUII ( )1) -XYSUT'i ( I ) -JArlXZ#yZ, /Cz
A2:ESTJI-lATE FùR Y-IT'¡TEI,ìCEPT OF SECOND PANTITIO\.
AA = Y? g?*x¿
G:ESI IMATT FOÉì THE INTERSECTION PoI\T çGAIïMAIFOR THIS PARTI TION0= (AI-A?I / (tse-B¡)
IF(IPAR.EO.I) RTTURN
r{ = JlnFL0Al(JZt / N
ET = W+(Cl + CZ)
DT = iltt (XlüC¿ + Cl$X¿)
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